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NYP 4 

 

 

 
 
 
Present: Catherine Park Peyton (chair), Katy Piazza, Nick Andralojc, Maureen Asher, Derek Benbow, 

Graham Slights 
  

  

1.  Apologies for Absence  

Apologies were received from Richard Kirby. 

 

2. Minutes of the Meeting of 14th June 

The minutes of the meeting held on 14th June 2017 were accepted as an accurate record of the 
meeting.  

 

3. Matters Arising 

Any matters arising were dealt with under appropriate agenda item headings. 
 
 

4. Update from the Chair  

The Chair reported that the resources of the NYP were extremely stretched at present. They had 
been providing security at the fracking site at Kirby Misperton (although responsibility for this had 
now been assumed by the company) and spent a great deal of effort in combating growing low-
level, youth crime in Harrogate. These activities had proved a major drain on resources. In 
addition a large number of PCSOs had been recruited in the recent past. She had been 
attempting to arrange a meeting with NYP but under the circumstances NHW was clearly not 
amongst their top priorities at present. She was hopeful that she would secure a meeting early in 
the New Year once things were a little calmer though in the meantime there was not much more 
that could be done. We needed to establish through discussion how best to work with the police. 
Equally there had been changes at national NHW with the appointment of a new Chair and Chief 
Executive in the last few months. There had not been very much forthcoming from national of late 
although their latest Newsletter was good and well worth a read. 
So in summary, we were waiting for a meeting with the police to take place for discussion of a 
number of items, national had been emailed seeking guidance on a vision for the future, and the 
police had also been emailed about the ownership of the data and their view of the role of NHW 
in the future. 

                  
5. Constitution 

KP advised the meeting that she had received correspondence from the Charity Commission 
concerning the revised constitution. The Commission noted that since the changes to the 
constitution had been made prior to the granting of consent to the amendments then they could 
not accept the changes and a new resolution would be required. KP pointed out that this was 
factually incorrect since permission to make the changes had been given in July 2016 some 
months prior to the actual changes being made at the AGM. She would contact the Commission 
regarding this point. Their other complaint, which was of greater concern, drew attention to 
changes made to the amendment clause (15). The Commission pointed out that it would not 
have given its consent for this clause to be amended and requested that the original wording 
should be restored. After some discussion the Committee determined that this was a largely 
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technical matter and that the change sought by the Commission would be made. KP would 
submit the revised version to the commission. 

 

6. Treasurer’s Report   

NA reported that the accounts were pretty much the same as previously reported since on this 
occasion income had exceeded expenditure thanks to donations and Gift Aid from HMRC. The 
accounts were as follows: 

Balance b/f from 31 August 2016 -                  £3,869.17 
Receipts                    £153.34 
Payments       (£ 122.20) 
Balance at 14 June 2017         £3,900.31 

 

    After a brief discussion on suggestions for uses to which these funds could be put, it was agreed 
to ring fence funds for the establishment of a new website and for the purchase of a small 
number of covert cameras. 

 

7. North Yorkshire NHW  

   The Chair confirmed that she had attended the AGM of the North Yorkshire (NY) NHW. The 
number of representatives attending from across the county had been very low. Nevertheless a 
constitution was agreed and a new NYNHW was established. A further meeting had been 
organised to take place in January. 

 

8. Community Messaging System 

DB commented that Coordinators in Knaresborough continued to receive virtually no messages 
via CMS. A few generalised messages concerning fraud or forthcoming meetings were received 
but nothing pertaining to crimes in the area. MA added that she had similarly received very few 
messages during the past month. DB added that this situation was especially irritating given that 
a pack from the Knaresborough Neighbourhood Policing Team had recently been delivered door 
to door in which the police were promoting the use of CMS and an alternative (to that provided by 
Trading Standards) “No Cold Callers” poster was included in the pack. The Chair noted that there 
were large discrepancies across the district in terms of the number of messages received. She 
would be discussing this with the police again as soon as possible in the New Year. 

 

9. Data Protection Act Changes – May 2018 

In the absence of RK who had been unable to attend the meeting, DB flagged up that there were 
to be changes in the Data Protection regulations. The new Data Protection Regulation changes 
would come into force in May 2018. He’d looked through the information supplied by RK and 
come to the view that potentially there was a huge amount of work to do, although there might be 
less onerous requirements for charitable organisations. The Association couldn’t avoid any 
requirements to take action since even leaving aside the question of ownership of the data the 
Association still processed it and consequently would be held accountable for its use. After some 
additional exchanges of comments the Committee agreed to defer further discussion until its next 
meeting by which time CPP hoped to have received guidance from national NHW and/or NYP. In 
particular there needed to be a shared certainty with respect to who owned the membership data. 

  

10. Purchase of Covert Cameras 

DB referred to the exchanges of correspondence that had taken place since the last meeting 
concerning the proposed purchase of covert cameras. CPP remained of the view that it was a 
good idea that would allow the Association to make a positive contribution to helping the 
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community. The idea was to purchase some covert cameras that could be lent out to community 
organisations such as allotments and parish halls to help deal with acute problems. There were 
sufficient funds in the accounts to enable the proposed purchase. After further discussion the 
Committee agreed to set aside funds for the purchase of two or three covert cameras. The 
position would be reviewed once some operational experience had been obtained. 

 

11. Procedure for Setting up a Scheme 

DB referred to the correspondence that had taken place over the past couple of months between 
Peter Dallas and various individuals concerning the setting up of a scheme. It had been far from 
clear as to the exact sequence of events and who bore responsibility at each stage. Even now a 
particular case had been outstanding for two months where the necessary paperwork had been 
submitted to Ripon Police station but no further aid or advice had been offered. CPP agreed that 
clarity was required in terms of the exact steps of the procedure, the order in which they should 
be taken and the names of the PCSOs who should be involved. She hoped that it would prove 
possible to agree this with NYP once it was possible to continue dialogue with them early in the 
New Year. In the meantime all members were asked to look at the National NHW website section 
on setting up a scheme to determine what the vision is for this activity. 

 

12. Contact with Coordinators 

The Committee noted that it still had not proved possible to acquire the details of the (150 or so) 
Coordinators who were not contactable via email but relied on text messages or paper issues of 
Look Out. DB was uneasy that there had been no contact with this group for some time. CPP 
pointed out that some of the current data was not “clean” and was undoubtedly out of date 
probably requiring the deletion of the details of a number of individuals. After further discussion 
the Committee agreed to suspend any action pending discussion with the police early in the New 
Year.  

 

13. Website 

DB mentioned that there was some information currently on the website in need of updating, for 
example the sections on security advice were over five years old and requiring a review. CPP 
noted that the website domain was due for renewal in March 2019 and also reminded the 
meeting that information on the possible use of micro sites within the National NHW website was 
still awaited from national level. DB suggested that one member of the Committee should take 
“ownership” of the website in order to keep it up to date. After a brief discussion DB agreed to 
start to look at what content changes might be required from an urban areas perspective whilst 
GS would consider content from a rural perspective. All members were encouraged to review 
websites of other NHW associations for comparative purposes and consider what content might 
be added to the H&DNHW website in future.  

 

14. Any Other Business 

There were no additional matters raised under this item of the agenda. 

 

15. Date of Next Meeting 

  The next meeting will take place as follows: 
 

      Wednesday 10th January 2018 - 2.00 p.m. at the Fire Station, Harrogate  
  
 

Meeting closed at 4.37 p.m. 

 


